**Poland**

**Global Score:**

- **2017:**
  - **Global Average:** 58
  - **Regional One Down:** N/A
  - **Poland:** 65
  - **Regional One Up:** 77
  - **Regional Average:** 84

**Rise Scores (out of 100) per Pillar 2017**

**Energy Efficiency**
- **Carbon Pricing and Monitoring:** 100
- **Legal Framework for Renewable Energy:** 100
- **Planning for Renewable Energy Expansion:** 77
- **Incentives and Regulatory Support for Renewable Energy:** 31
- **Attributes of Financial and Regulatory Incentives:** 0
- **Network Connection and Pricing:** 0
- **Incentives & Mandates: Large Consumers:** 6
- **Incentives & Mandates: Public Sector:** 47
- **Incentives & Mandates: Utilities:** 56
- **Financing Mechanisms for Energy Efficiency:** 60
- **Minimum Energy Performance Standards:** 0
- **Energy Labeling Systems:** 65
- **Information Provided to Consumers About Electricity Usage:** 0
- **EE Incentives from Electricity Rate Structures:** 0
- **EE Incentives in Transport Sector:** 61
- **Energy Efficiency Entities:** 0
- **National Energy Efficiency Planning:** 0
- **Counterparty Risk:** 0

**Renewable Energy**
- **Carbon Pricing and Monitoring:** 100
- **Transport Sector Energy Efficiency:** 17
- **Building Energy Codes:** 47
- **Energy Labeling Systems:** 56
- **Minimum Energy Efficiency Performance Standards:** 0
- **Financing Mechanisms for Energy Efficiency:** 60
- **Incentives & Mandates: Large Consumers:** 38
- **Incentives & Mandates: Public Sector:** 42
- **Incentives & Mandates: Utilities:** 0
- **EE Incentives from Electricity Rate Structures:** 0
- **EE Incentives in Transport Sector:** 0
- **Energy Efficiency Entities:** 0
- **National Energy Efficiency Planning:** 0
- **Counterparty Risk:** 0

**Evolution of Rise Score Since 2010**

**Note:** The overall country score is based on the average score of Energy Access, Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy indicators. *https://trackingsdg7esmap.org*